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WILLARD, MO, UNITED STATES, July 7, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dr. Nanette Crighton pens The
Christmas Spryte Encounter: Bad Behavior, a piece that
encourages values and proper deportment to children.

The book The Christmas Spryte Encounter: Bad Behavior
commences when Glynt P. Spryte, a behavioral elf visits an
unruly young girl on Christmas eve. He warns her about
being taken off of the Nice List if she continues to display a
bad behavior. Spryte then encourages the young girl to
eliminate her bad behavior, otherwise she will not receive
presents on Christmas.

The story will both entertain and edify the readers as it
teaches a life lesson about reward and punishment. When
one behaves in a socially acceptable manner and displays
kindness to others, he/she will be rewarded with a more pleasurable life. And when one does the
opposite by being unkind, he/she will suffer the consequences.

Crighton integrates an element that emphasizes the significance of how people's actions can affect
others in a positive and negative way. The book's first-rate trailer will further give a clearer substance
of the story. The Christmas Spryte Encounter: Bad Behavior is indeed a must read for all children who
want to learn how to be morally right and parents who aim to teach their children to adhere to moral
principles.

Check out the book trailer here: http://vimeo.com/212807293 

About the Author:
Nanette Crighton is a physician who practices aesthetic medicine in Springfield, MO. She lives with
her husband in Willard, MO.
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